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Presentation

• Context (theoretical background)
• The Netherlands
• Pictures from Europe (Germany, 

Scotland, Austria, Czech Republic, 
etc.)

• Linear versus non-linear
• The bifurcation: reactive or pro-

active
• Two observations (both technical 

and societal)
• Self-organised criticality
• The Three Points Approach
• Rotterdam Water City 2035
• Conclusions
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Two concepts from complexity science

• Bifurcation Point
• Self-organised criticality



The Netherlands









Netherlands, 1953



30 July 2002
1500 hours



30 July 2002 
1715 hours



Austria, North of Vienna



Prague



Dresden



Dresden: four waves

• Urban flood
• Side rivers flood
• River Elbe flood
• Groundwater wave

Most people killedMost people killed

Economic damageEconomic damage



Dresden





Egmond aan Zee
August 2006



Increasing droughts



Netherlands, April 26th 2007



Po River, Italy May 6th 2007



Practitioners have questions
(three groups)

1. Is the sewer system working properly? Has it 
been maintained well? Can we find new water 
sources? What are our responsibilities? Do we 
need insurance?

2. Can we organise the spatial planning and 
urban planning in a way damage can be 
avoided or reduced?

3. How can we make a connection with other 
policy fields, like water quality (European 
Water Framework Directive), traffic, quality of 
housing and public space, social integration, 
the values of water, etc. People have to be 
aware of the problem!

Technical questionsTechnical questions

Spatial planningSpatial planning

Connections - SynergyConnections - Synergy



Practice and science

• There is a mismatch between the questions 
practitioners ask and the answers scientists offer

• In European Framework programmes: many new 
models that practitioners have to use

Before we can say anything 
about urban flooding, we 

have to know the 
uncertainties in climate 

change …



Complex world

Models

Models in the complex world



Friedrich Nietzsche

Two truths:
1. The world as it as, that is 

presenting itself as an 
‘illogical’ and as a cruel 
phenomena

2. Our own ‘model’
(conviction – ‘a little lie’)



Model

The ‘model’ as the centre of the solar 
system



Mechanisms in science (caricature?)

• Dominating positivistic paradigm (especially in urban water 
management research)

• Utilitarian approach – easy value for money
• Self-referential communication and ivory towers
• Personal targets and quotations index
• Studying behind the computer – not in the field
• Underestimating value of tacit knowledge
• Integration is complicated
• As a result: fragmented and linear research



Mechanisms practitioners (caricature?)

• Everything is related to everything (make it simple)
• Integration is self-evident (when you make something)
• Thousands of new reports and papers – no time to read
• Political power games and: fear, group protection, bureaucracy, 

opportunity seeking, financial problems, irresponsibility, etc.
• Lack of trust and public support
• Separation of policy, planning, design, implementation, 

maintenance
• As a result: fragmentation

In this world we have to adapt to climate change. It is 
complex. So it can make sense to use insights from 

complexity science – the science of non-linear system 
– to see if it brings us one step further

In this world we have to adapt to climate change. It is 
complex. So it can make sense to use insights from 

complexity science – the science of non-linear system 
– to see if it brings us one step further



Two approaches, two policies

1. Optimising the existing system in a technical way 
(people are not interested); linear approach; many 
new – and better – models; reactive strategy

2. System jump (transition); adaptation technical and 
societal system; non-linear approach; pro-active

Second approach is needed, first approach 
represents policy in most of the European countries

Second approach is needed, first approach 
represents policy in most of the European countries



Time 

Danger 

2007

2070

Bifurcation point

Mechanisms

2035



Arnhem

Nijmegen
Bifurcation point



The Three Points 
Approach focuses on the 

mechanisms at the 
bifurcation point. 



Observation 1: Safety is nonlinear

• Risk = f (hazard, vulnerability, …)
• Safety = f (risk, risk perception, …)



How people react …

RealReal RiskRisk
PerceivedPerceived RiskRisk

or the other way around or the other way around ……



Perceived risk, influenced by:

• Magnitude of the risk
• Time
• Culture
• Possibilities to reduce effects by 

behaviour
• Choice (are people voluntarily 

living there?)
• Advantages of living in that area
• Attention given to it by the media
• Way of communication
• Trust in the local government …



Non-linear relationship
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Observation 2: risks are persistent



Societal feedback

CatchmentCatchment
areaarea

unsafeunsafe
SocietySociety ObservationObservation

TechniqueTechnique
MeasuresMeasures
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The relationship between water management 
& society (East Anglia, England)

Multiple deprivationMultiple deprivationFlood risk areasFlood risk areas



Self-organised criticality (SOC)
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Three points approach
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Technical 
facilities

Spatial planning and 
urban planning

WFD, traffic, quality of life, 
values of water, etc
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Rotterdam (rafting without thinking):

•One-sided living environment (especially at 
Rotterdam South)
•Economy in transition
•Water is not an issue (only as a problem)
•Loss of living quality

Rotterdam (rafting without thinking):

•One-sided living environment (especially at 
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•Economy in transition
•Water is not an issue (only as a problem)
•Loss of living quality



Point 1: meeting the standards



Urban floods
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Point 2: Water and spatial planning





The Atlantis scenario





Point 3: day to day values





Coping with 
stormwater





Economic aspects

• Rotterdam attractive for investments (“economy is 
80% psychology”)

• Three dimensions of costs and benefits:
• The balance of direct costs and benefits
• The balance of indirect costs and benefits
• The balance of investments now and returns in the future

• Adaptive strategy
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Desired effect
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Conclusions

• In the whole of Europe we are experiencing the 
effects of climate change (flooding and droughts)

• Practitioners have both technical and societal 
questions

• Answering these questions is complex, so it makes 
sense to use insights from complexity science

• A system jump is needed from ‘reactive’ to ‘pro-
active’ (we are at a bifurcation point)

• Floods in society are self-organised critical
• The Three Points Approach is a method for 

practitioners that helps to connect (1) technical 
aspects and (2) spatial and urban planning to (3) day 
to day values

• Rotterdam Water City 2035 shows that looking at the 
three points in combination helps to develop a 
strategy for adaptation 



Thanks for your attentionThanks for your attention
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